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Rescue Services
Model 227 - Räddning
Red plate with the text ”RÄDDNING” in silver reflective material front and back, ”RÄDDNINGSLEDARE” has also got the red chess pattern reflective stripes over
the shoulders. The vest are designed for easy access to the pockets on the rescue outfit.
Extra strong zipper and loop for hanging. The vest can also be printed with other text to describe the function of the person wearing this vest.
Sizes: L and XL/3XL (adjustable)
Fabric: 100% Polyester, 130 g/m2
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Rescue Services - Multi function
Model 230 - Räddning
Removable/turnable red plate for description of multi-function of the person wearing the vest with the text ”RÄDDNING”, ”RÄDDNINGSLEDARE” has also red
chess pattern reflective stripes over the shoulders. Two radio pockets, holders on shoulder front, pockets on the inside, two 3D pockets, pen pocket, holder for
gloves, two D-rings and loop for hanging.
Sizes: S - XXL
Fabric: 80 % Polyester / 20 % Cotton
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Paramedics

Paramedics - Reversible

Model 202 - Sjukvård

Model 202 - Sjukvård

Extra durable fabric, extra strong zipper, chest pocket, two large velcro
closed pockets, internal pockets with zipper, holders on shoulder front and
loop for hanging. Green plate with silver reflective text to show function.
Can be ordered with green chess pattern over the shoulders to indicate a
leader function.
Sizes: S - 4XL
Fabric: 100% Polyester, 160 g/m2

Green plate with text outside and inside ”SJUKVÅRDSLEDARE/STAB”
alternatively, ”MEDICINSKT ANSVARIG/AVTRANSPORT ANSVARIG”. Extra
durable fabric, extra strong zipper, chest pocket, two large velcro closed
pockets, internal pockets with zipper, holders on shoulder front and loop
for hanging.
Sizes: S - 4XL
Fabric: 100% Polyester, 160 g/m2

